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Automobili Lamborghini and Riva 1920
add to furniture range designed by Karim Rashid
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Automobili Lamborghini
improves the collaboration with Riva 1920 and adds two new sideboards to
the Authentic Living collection, designed by Karim Rashid. The new
sideboards are presented at Salone del Mobile: Inkline is designed for the
living area, and Rivar for the office.
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Katia Bassi, Chief Marketing Officer and Board Member of Automobili
Lamborghini, says: “Shared values such as design, technological research,
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craftsmanship and quality of materials make this partnership genuine,
authentic and consistent.”
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These new pieces join the collection launched last year, comprising of the
Klutch chair, the Speed table, the Dynamic sofa, the Klip desk and the
Finesse bookcase, now also available with a carbon fiber finish.
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Each piece of furniture is characterized with shapes reflecting Lamborghini
super sports cars design, as well as fine workmanship and the quality of
natural and genuine materials, such as walnut, solid wood and black leather.
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The result is a range of furniture inspired by Lamborghini, produced from a
meeting of two brands linking excellence and passion and interpreted by
Karim Rashid: the internationally-famous designer who perfectly embodies
the Informal Luxury concept of the Automobili Lamborghini lifestyle.
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INKLINE - design KARIM RASHID
Sideboard in solid and multilayer wood, characterized by rounded sides and
tops surrounding the six drawers, assembled with dovetail joints and
equipped with shaped fronts that reflect the lines of the Finesse bookcase. A
central open space divides the two rows of drawers.
Finishing: based on oil / natural wax of vegetable origin with pine extracts.
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Sideboard in solid and multilayer wood composed of two side doors and
central drawers, characterized by sinuous and rounded lines recalling the
shape of the Klip desk. Under the top there is a practical and functional open
compartment.
Finishing: based on oil/natural wax of vegetable origin with pine extracts.
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